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	Modeling by Nonlinear Differential Equations: Dissipative and Conservative Processes (World Scientific Series on Nonlinear Science, Series a), 9789814271592 (9814271594), World Scientific Publishing, 2009
This book aims to provide mathematical analyses of nonlinear differential equations, which have proved pivotal to understanding many phenomena in physics, chemistry and biology. Topics of focus are nonlinear oscillations, deterministic chaos, solitons, reaction-diffusion-driven chemical pattern formation, neuron dynamics, autocatalysis and molecular evolution. Included is a discussion of processes from the vantage of reversibility, reflected by conservative classical mechanics, and irreversibility introduced by the dissipative role of diffusion. Each chapter presents the subject matter from the point of one or a few key equations, whose properties and consequences are amplified by approximate analytic solutions that are developed to support graphical display of exact computer solutions.
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Manga Studio For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Love Manga? The newest features of Manga Studio help you bring your ideas to life! The tools available in the latest version of this powerful program make it easy to turn your computer into your drawing board, and Manga Studio For Dummies makes it easy to get started.
    Discover how to use Manga Studio to begin creating comics in...


		

Anti-Hacker Tool Kit, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2006
THWART THE LATEST DISASTROUS ATTACKS
 Mount a comprehensive, proactive defense against the most sinister cyber-criminals using the tricks and techniques contained in this unique resource.  Fully updated to include the latest weapons in the security experts; arsenal, Anti-Hacker Tool Kit, Third Edition provides all the...


		

Survival Analysis Using SAS: A Practical Guide, Second EditionSAS Institute, 2010

	Easy to read and comprehensive, Survival Analysis Using SAS: A Practical Guide, Second Edition, by Paul D. Allison, is an accessible, data-based introduction to methods of survival analysis. Researchers who want to analyze survival data with SAS will find just what they need with this fully updated new edition that incorporates the many...





	

Telecommunications and Data Communications HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A practical, accessible survey of telecommunications and data communications services and technologies
Finally, there is a commonsense guide to telecommunications and data communications that non-engineers can understand. Popular author Ray Horak provides comprehensive, up-to-date information in plain English, instead of confusing technotalk....


		

Creating Knowledge-Based Healthcare OrganizationsIGI Global, 2004
Cleveland State Univ., OH. Discusses the need for embracing knowledge  management strategies, processes, techniques, and tools throughout the  healthcare sector and highlights the benefits such initiatives will  provide. Covers ways to meet future challenges and healthcare trends.  Softcover, hardcover available. DNLM: Health...

		

Text Atlas of Podiatric DermatologyCRC Press, 2001


	For many years there has been a very positive link between podiatry and clinical dermatology, but unfortunately they largely

	remain apart in most medical cultures, both in training and in practice. Where they have begun to overlap in the clinical

	treatment of foot dermatological problems the benefits rapidly become obvious to those...
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